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Sharing: Facebook Twitter Reddit LinkedIn on WhatsApp and Clay's We Created by Isabel Allende tells us a compelling story about a young girl Azsena being trapped in a mud pit like a prisoner after a volcano erupts, destroying an entire town. Rolf Karl, a television news reporter sent to covering the distressing scene,
finds Azsena and attempts to rescue her. The story created a detailed image of a sad, sad and tragic atmosphere, whose tone expressed sympathy for Azsena. With its plot and story structure, Allende shows the themes of realism and image throughout the story. If you need help writing an essay, a professional essay
writing service will help you get help with your essay! Find out more and find out that compelling stories seem to have many themes as well as one. One of the main themes is Rolf Karl's relationship with Azsena. Because of Azsena, Carl may face disturbing memories of his past. The bond between Carl and Azsena
helps Carl open his emotions and face his darkest fears. Carl's job as a news reporter seemed to affect his life because he was once a man with a barrier between himself and the outside world. Allende shows many good examples of images and tones to increase your understanding of the story. Allende ... It was cold
and I could smell the corpse. This quote is a good image because it makes the reader imagine the terrible smell of dead people while the weather gets colder. Another good example of the image is Allende... But she said it wasn't just the rubble, it was held by the bodies of her siblings, who cling to her legs. These
images encourage readers to focus on imaging your siblings clinging to you for hope in their lives, and you can see that you have a responsibility to save them. This quote also resonates with the reader because the thought of someone losing a sibling is unbearable and can be one of the hardest things to do.   There are
several symbols in the story that appear at various points, tires and pumps. Allende said someone brought a tire steal, which he placed under his arm like a lifebuoy. And Azsena was shaking inside the tires that held her to the water. These two quotes point to a tire used by Rolf Karl to prevent Azsena from sinking into a
mud pit. The tire symbolizes hope because Azucena knows that help is coming, but she doesn't know exactly when the tire is the only thing that stores her from drowning.  It is a case of a highly unstable emotion that never materializes into form or virtue and thus makes the mind uneasy and anxious: hope is an
'immutable pleasure, a result of whom we are, a result of whom arises from images of the future or the past Fear is 'the constant pain that comes from the image of doubting.' Meanwhile, more television and film teams arrived with spools of cables, tapes, movies, videos, precision lenses, recorders, sound consoles, lights,
reflective screens, auxiliary motors, supply boxes, electricians, sound technicians and cameramen: Azucena's face shone on millions of screens around the world. And Rolf Karl kept begging for a pump. The pump symbolizes the lack of humanity. Humans introduced all the skills they could not get the necessary items
that were pumps. Rather than save Azsena, viewers thought social media and new casting were more important.   In many ways, Allende shows readers how to feel sympathy for Azsena. Allende said the girl was unable to move, couldn't breathe, but seemed as desperate as her ancestor's resignation allowed her to
accept her fate. Finally, how could they accept death? Rolf Karl prayed in silence that he would die quickly because he could not bear such pain... Azsena gave up and closed the eyes and eyes of the friend who sustained her to the end. Rolf Karl removed the life jacket, closed her eyelids, held her to her chest for a
moment, held her for a while, then slowly sank, sinking the flowers in the mud. Azsena was eventually dying, but it makes me feel sympathy for Azsena because she could only have been rescued if she had brought the pump sooner rather than clinging to her story. Azsena had to go through all the chaos to survive to the
end, but she couldn't.   Allende also commits emotional and self-applied life scenarios to the reader's mind. Patos between Rolf Karl and Azsena was soul-searching, reciting Carl's life. Throughout his life, he kept everything to himself. Carl didn't think he had lost the debris of the past, 30 years, until he met Azsena.  It's
the second day that Karl and Azsena were together when Rolf opened a locked door and let forgotten memories return to him. Carl began to take out his emotions as he began to mention some of his darkest secrets, such as his abused father or retarded sister. That night, inconspicuously, the resolute floods that had
held Rolf's sword's past for years began to open, a torrent of all those hidden in the deepest and most secret layers of memory, and the obstacles that had long held his consciousness before him. Grief flooded through him, literally exactly as he had always been lying in his heart, waiting.  Eva Luna's final short story,
written by Isabel Allende, is imaginative, persuasive, suspenseful, and the tragic story of Clay's We Must Be. Allende tells this compelling story with her story structure and metaphors, making the reader like ourselves. The atmosphere and tone, very suspense yet emotions to keep the reader wanting more. Humanity is
not able to overcome many hardships and catastrophes, even with many dedicated efforts. The work quotes Allende, Isabel. And Clay's We Are Created is Eva Luna's short story. Macmillan Publishing Company 1991. hope and fear. The Geography of Passion: Fear, Hope, Happiness: Philosophical and Political Use,
Remo Bowdei and GIAN Piero W. DOEBLER, University of Toronto Press; Buffalo; London, 2018, pp. 53-62. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/10.3138/j.ctv5j02f6.6.   Share: There was one story in particular that impressed me emotionally, when Facebook assigned Twitter to read short stories of classes to learn to
summarize and aphrase on Reddit LinkedIn WhatsApp. This short story was by Isabel Allende and clay we are creating. I found many good points to discuss the story, so I chose it to be part of this research paper. The story is a touching momentum of a man's penetrating awakening that he no longer has to suffer from
the emotional pain inflicted on him as a child. Rolf, like a flower that sank into the mud, (367) sank on its own. Ego self-made with cataclysm and desolation. Volcanoes have erupted to have an avalanche of despair, so volcanic eruptions like this, do eventually burst to have quiet and composure. Isabel Allende has Rolf
Calle, a news reporter who flies into the horrific scene of being introduced to Azsena, a young girl trapped in the mud. Rolf Karl stays with Azsena to save her from this disaster, but in the mean time he is through repressed memories. Because it is important to examine suppressed memories, we can cut off these
memories and bravely live a more abundant life instead of living in the past. This paper provides a sneak peek at Rolf Karl's feelings, the effects these memories can have, and how to overcome them. I find it ironic that Rolf Karl is close to the history of many when investigating an incident in which he is a journalist, but
he is too far away from himself, and we can see this when he tells his story to Azsena. Can't find relevant content? When you hire a subject matter expert to help you hire a clay $35.80 two-page paper created by Isabel Allende to connect with Azsena at xperience's level for, whether it's physical or emotional, they
became one and shared things with each other, some on different levels. This connection occurs because Rolf is trapped in a pit without escaping, buried in life, and his head barely sees himself like Azsena Ground (Allende, 363). It is clear that Rolf submerged his oppressive and hidden visceral horrors like a trapped girl
being buried. In reality, the cloaked horror is as whole and precise as it always lay in his mind when unearthed (Allende, 362). Like his relatives, who re-weigh Azsena by clinging to her legs, Rolf is paralyzed by vivid, incompetenceed, hauntingly vivid suppressed memories. Rolf seemed trapped in pain when Azsena was
in the mud, and it was hard to confront the dying girl's thoughts. Azsena taught him to pray, and even though she was comforted by herself, she later gives Rolf support when he suffers through past memories. In this moment with Azsena, Rolf showed shame, fear and regret. Rolfs esulted on that emotional breakdown,
shown with Azsena, rising above the helicopter with an eagle... [Flight] above vast swamps and decay (366). The question of importance and focus is not how this was done. In other words, it is not a line of back-to-back actions and dialogue, and in words and words, it has been a defining moment of important freedom. It
is the cognitive and emotional process of a child who chooses to abuse and suppress or suppress those traumatic painful memories. In fact, Rolf undergoes transformational changes. But for 30 years he has lived or hussed to forget certain events that have happened in his life. The reader does not speak in detail of the
abuse inflicted on Rolf. We were under the illusion of being beat with a belt and then put it in the closet. These painful events actually led to the present moment of physical distress, as well as the current and future psychological damage done to Rolf, without mentioning the impact on his sister. We know that by survivors
of abuse, the body is intended to restore and heal physical wounds, but because it is intuitive in an unproductive and unnatural way, the mind has a difficult time responding to emotional abuse (victims of abuse who choose to remain anonymous). When dealing with painful events, especially when they occur in childhood,
the child often decides to suppress or suppress memories, hoping that he does not have to relive the moment. According to some theories of psychology, suppressed memories are memories of events or environments that are stored as unconscious minds but are outside the perception of the conscious mind
(pyshowiki), and suppressed memories are memories forgotten by choice. Now the question became by Rolf's mind the choice of suppressing memory or suppressing his childhood The answer first comes with the understanding that memory stays in the brain for the rest of its life (Martin Doc). It is important to
understand that suppressed memories do not disappear (changeind). We can bury memories too long before they surface again (effect on the mind). Fear towards reality invades one's life and a person has the right to forget memories because he or she no longer has the torsion to properly engage in the present
moment. Like an earthquake that shatters glass into millions of pieces and destroys huge infrastructure into complete and utter ruin; The effects of suppressed memories can also play a role in a person's life. If suppressed memories are accepted, accepted, and not properly discussed, a life of tortured reality can unfold
in a person's life. We don't have to look any further than the 30 years Rolf has lived. Readers can't get a glimpse of their lives after the abuse. We were told he had a relationship with a woman and that he was a journalist. We need to make sure that all journalists don't have to think about their problems and lives, and
don't let them have the stereotype that they can prevent them from moving from one situation to the next. People who have suppressed memory may probably have disorders like post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, and depression. I'm in such feelings... Overwhelmed by extreme mental trauma (Novella). One can also
experience traumatic memory loss. Can't find relevant content? A two-page paper was created by Isabel Allende $35.80 for Employment Verification Specialists and Clay hired a subject matter expert to help you
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